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Inspirational Corby

• Corby - The Vision

Corby as a confident, successful, balanced and prosperous community, that is widely admired as distinctive, progressive and energetic. A community which will exceed expectations - Corby will be different, will innovate and implement better solutions with conviction.

• Key Themes
  – Economy
  – Environment
  – Community
Strategic Aims

**ECONOMY**

To develop the image and infrastructure of Corby so that it is established as a major business and commercial centre of significance in both the County and the East Midlands.

**ENVIRONMENT**

Create an area of delightful greenscape and attractive living areas with enhanced public transport through sustainable development of the urban environment and conservation of the natural environment.

**COMMUNITY**

To make Corby a socially diverse and cohesive local community with excellent health, education and equality of opportunity in a safe and friendly environment.
Local Area Agreement

Four Themes = Four Sub-Groups for LSP

- Safer, Stronger Communities – Dean Smith/Fred Scholey, Police and CBC Neighbourhood Pride
- Economic Development, Employment and Growth – Nick Bolton, North Northamptonshire Development Company
- Children and Young People – Sue Cordwell, Corby Excellence Cluster
- Healthier Communities and Older People – John Hughes, Northamptonshire PCT
Building a bigger, better, brighter Corby

Six-Month LAA Review
Next Steps – Preparation for Sustainable Community Strategy

- Theme Groups to consider LAA targets and previous *Inspirational Corby* targets, plus any emerging needs
- Government to produce Guidance for Sustainable Community Strategies
- LSP Board to agree reviewed objectives and targets
- Theme Groups to agree named leads for targets
- Draft Sustainable Community Strategy to be produced
- Community consultation to endorse reviewed
- Corby LSP Conference – March 2007